Abstract
Through an iterative design process, including focus groups and a laboratory study, we developed a standardized, tabular, “nutrition label” for online privacy policies. We tested the standardized format, two variants, and two real-world policy formats in a large, online user study to show that this label helps consumers. It was this intentional, iterative process that we believe led to our successes. By exploring people’s current understanding of their information transactions online and migrating familiar concepts from the labeling and warning literature, we were able to create a more effective privacy-centered user interaction.
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Introduction
Website privacy policies are intended to assist consumers. By notifying them of what information will be collected, how it will be used, and with whom it will be shared, consumers are, in theory, able to make informed decisions.
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However, policies are commonly long, textual explanations of data practices, most frequently written by lawyers to protect companies against legal action. It has been established through numerous studies that people do not read privacy policies [9] and make mistaken assumptions based upon seeing that a site has a link to a privacy policy [10]. A recent study estimated that if consumers were somehow convinced to read the policies of all the companies they interact with, it would cost an estimated 365 billion dollars per year in lost productivity [8]. In addition, research has shown that consumers do not actually believe they have choices when it comes to their privacy. Based solely on expectations, they believe there are no options for limiting or controlling companies’ use of their personal information [6].

In short, today’s online privacy policies are failing consumers because finding information in them is difficult, consumers do not understand that there are differences between privacy policies, and policies take too long to read. The design of privacy policies has not matured in the past two decades. Our series of design investigations [5] and large scale testing [4] created a provably better format, yet we must now leverage those findings to bring this research to consumers.

**Our Approach to Design**

Our goal was to design a "Privacy Label" that is actually understandable, allows users to quickly find information, makes comparisons easy, and makes the experience of reading a privacy policy more enjoyable.

While many designs were tested and eventually re-factored or abandoned, each of the examples given below (Figure 1) show one of many variants of a similar vein. We have selected examples that we believe are representative of the major stages of our process. We applied in our designs many lessons from the labeling literature [1,2,3,11,12]. For example, putting a box around the label identifies the boundaries of the information, establishing a zone of trust; using bold rules to separate sets of related information defines each space, and providing a clear and boldface title communicates the label’s purpose.

We held four, hour-long focus group sessions to review designs and discuss participants’ impressions and questions. Our participants compared several of the designs below alongside full text, status quo policies. The participants reacted positively to the tabular formats. For example, one participant stated, “This is more convenient than scrolling through reams and reams of paragraphs. I mean who reads them?” and another participant said, “I like the chart. [It’s] better than long sentences.” We found that even in simpler formats, some participants still had problems understanding privacy concepts. For example, one participant asked, “What is the difference between opt-in or opt-out?” As an example, most participants were familiar with profiling, but did not understand the difference between “Profiling linked to you” and “Profiling not linked to you.” We focused on their understandings of these commonly used terms from real-world privacy policies, and from this vein of feedback, including a list of useful terms/definitions.

After the first two focus groups we performed a 24-participant laboratory user study comparing a standard full text privacy policy with privacy policies presented in our privacy nutrition label style. At a high level, people were able to answer more questions correctly with the
Participants in each condition followed the same protocol; only the policy format differed. In terms of accuracy, the three standardized formats scored 62-69%, while the two real-world text policies, scored 43-46%. The standardized policies significantly outperformed the full-text policy. Our standardized formats also significantly outperformed the full text policy in overall time to answer questions.

The comments provided by participants at the end of the study provide insights into their enjoyment. Participants who saw the full text described privacy policies as a “torture to read and understand” and likened them to “Japanese Stereo Instructions.” On the other hand, participants in the standardized-format

We then conducted our large-scale study and completed the analysis with 764 participants. We chose a between-subjects design to remove learning effects and ensure a brief study (~15 minutes).

To follow up our design process and testing with a full-scale experiment, we tested five privacy policy formats, three of our own standardize label-style formats, and two that exist online today. We conducted an online user study using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. In preparation for this study we first performed three smaller pilot tests of our survey framework. We ran our pilot studies with approximately thirty users each, across 2-3 conditions. Our pilot studies added another level of iteration, and real interaction with users, helping us to finalize remaining design decisions surrounding the standardized short table, refine our questionnaire, and test our survey framework.

Figure 1: Our design evolution through the course of focus groups, laboratory studies, informal testing, and a large-scale test.

conditions were more complimentary, one said: “This layout for privacy policies is MUCH more consumer friendly. I hope this becomes the industry standard.”

**Conclusion**

Now, we are confronted with making this participant’s hope a reality, making the industry-standard privacy policy designed with the consumer’s experience in mind. The final label design allows for information to be found in the same place every time. It removes wiggle room and complicated terminology by using four standard symbols that can be compared easily. It allows for quick high-level visual feedback by looking at the overall intensity of the page, can be printed, fits in a browser window, and has a glossary of useful terms.

Our design approach allowed us to explore other efforts in standardizations, labeling, and designing privacy policy formats, while quickly and iteratively building a library of testable formats, resulting in a better experience for consumers to understand privacy policies. Yet before this label can truly benefit the people it was designed for, we must convince industry to support our methodology and the resultant design.
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